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â̂feLoa the process of drying; and ageing of raw-dried, meat products from chopped meat.
inft hydrodynamic regime of the drying agent
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h ; The internal hydrodynamics in the climatic chamber is done by means of a cyc-
<*1*0

X .
fk ' ici'ty change of the fed drying agent, in its cross-section, by means of pressure air-

By

ion
means of a reversing valve, through a set period of time, the percent distribution

of
s6q

om. Bhe air stream is changed (a drying agent) which on its turn leads to speed change
we6tl

sausages in the climatic chambers cross-section. The hydrodynamic regime in the
CaPacity of the climatic chamber, organized so far is the basic prerequisite for 

6Xchan“̂ Se processes intensification, shortening of the technological cycle and improve
rs

a6e
Wality of the production. The object of investigation are the processes of drying

^ 6  of raw-dried meat products from choped meats, at a set heat-humidity, cyclingly
pulsating hydrodynamic mode of the drying agent (climate conditioned air), The re-

*
° f  th
• Qe exPerimental investigations in drying and ageing of meat products from choped 

cyclingiy changing pulsating hydrodynamic regme of feeding in the internai capa-
° f  th^  e cümatic chamber of a drying agent have been sxposed.

V^7"'"^UGTion : At present, the drying agent circulation (the air streams with the set
A W  , ,

% 6 , 1By paramétrés - conditioned air) in the cross-section of the climatic chamers is 
t bean° îo 0i ceiliQg and. floor positioned air-pipes. At that condition it is impossible

dniformiy the rack carts upon the floor, which on its turn disturbs tne unif-i-;
%  

g a6ent

< * if,
circulation in the climatic chambers cross-section.

m circulation of the drying agent on its turn is a prerequisite for the
Stute~proof slayer (ring) in a given lot, damp-drying of anotther. /Ccrettik, i)7-+;
"*^3/. The damp-proof ring makes more difficult the process of moisture diffusion 

':he <
Qller side t0 the surface of sausages and leads to disturbing the optimum flowing 

\  ̂  cBb°logiCal processes - drying and ageing, i.e., it cannot be quarrantoed ana ucnio- 
'̂i e°essary production quality in the whole capacity of the climatic chamber ,-.,ottei 

^  pUt^ ’ I :e rp lu i1  G . ; -,9y 3 / .

ti».- cf t;be present wore is to create such a distribution of the drying age.it in t-.o

N e

ic

Ou-t- °dUCti^  capacity, in that way avoiding the formation of a damp-proof ring urounu 
J ^face and conditions are created for intensification the process of drying.
%Pv, tile proposed decision for drying agent distribution in the climatic chamber, a 
\  at'

chamber, by means of which the moisture diffusion outside should equilibrium

HVeBy speedy field in sausages height is quarranteed in the given cross-section 
^ b B er

ijjD kETffnnK ; The system for ensuring the inner hydrodynamics in the era-.a 
achieved by means of pressure and suction air-pipes, positioned cn tne cei-

Breams of the drying agent, fed in the climatic chamber capacity, an
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ofratio 80 % to 20 %. The pulsating streams of the drying agent fed in the cross-sectio»
-S '■ ■ l lclimatic chamber axe realized from a main air-pipe with a valve, positioned on the °e

-ppressure air-pipes, with pressure nozzles, mounted on them, the schematic diagram or

c W
shown on Fig. 1.
The homogenious but having a different speed streams of the drying agent, periodically

r e tlJin the climatic chamber cross-section, in the process of drying and ageing, ensurun,

moisture remove from the production to take place in the following two stages
stuf®first Stage - in stream high apeed (80 %) of sausages, a remove of the surface moisT

r faC®place. The schematic diagram of the moisture removing mechanism from the sausages su
shown on Fig. 2.
Second stage - in low stream speed (20 %) of sausages, the s.c. "rest" a moisture di
from the inside to the surface is done. The schematic diagram of the moisture diffuSi  0»

chanism to the sausages surface is presented on Fig. 3.
stu r e

0
In that way the drying agent feeding is periodically changed, by definite heat-mois

f  r a"metres in the climatic chamber inner capacity, in the process of drying and ageing 0 $
mD®*1’in!e tne climatic chdried meat products (sausages). In such a drying agent feeding 

formation of a surface damp-proof ring formation is avoided.
■at'

Into an experimental climatic chamber a pulsating hydrodynamic drying agent mode Is ^  

zed in the inner capacity, and some investigations have been carried out to raw-dri®
, ✓

Led 1

produces, made from chopped meat, characteristic for our country.
at®

nagjurska" and "Tarnovska" and salami, of the "Heims” type. $
jThe meat raw materials processing to the moment of placing the sausages into the f i

1S ty?
ing chamber, is done by using the established technology for the production of tn

je ry
6$

meat products. The changes in the samples mass have been determined by melgnmg , 0'

definite number of pieces from each Lot set for investigation, we did a p e r i o d i c  - jP

the water content, too, by means of drying the samples until reaching a permanent 
order to determine the end of the moment of drying for each lot.

KfSULTS AN!) HISOuSSiUNS : for "luxamca" "fanagjurska" the values for changi°g
tb®

c u y ^ ' /and water content in the process of drying and ageing in a pulsating hyarodynam
0 0 aagent mode with heat-moisture paramétrés - temperaure from + 10 0 to + 1b C an

nudity 7b 7« + 8b 7° are presented on Table 1.

cfi J

i '  1

The investigations have been carried out by using some typical of our country presse
i_ 1nQ 119non-pressed raw-dried sausages, namely "lukanKa" (a kind of a fiat sausage;, oi i

table; 1 The mass and ^  f

hays for 
drying ana 
ageing

SamDles mass change in grains tenu values ^  é

sample
1

Sample
2

Sample
t>

Sample
4

Sample
7______________

cess of dry10  ̂( ji 
ani£a' ' iT 2 3 4 b b m g  of "iuJi A

first day ts1o Ö40 ö70 oyo ÖCSO the type 1 ¿ f ,Secona aay 7bb 7 90 82b 840 830 nydf /Third day 710 74b 780 /yb 780 a pulsating A
fourth day 6b0 b80 71b 72b 71bSeventh day byo b20 b4b bbb bbo mode of t^e
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O 1 ^ S s  l n 
W  S^Ch ^ 0 s s

2 5 4 5 b res - temperature + 10 + +13°C
3oO
> 6 0

610
590

b40
615

b3 0
623

640
620 and relative humidity 7 3  - 8370

» 0 3 6 0 b05 bl3 b1 0 are presented m  Tame 2 .
>40 3/0 bOO blO b05
3'i> 340 565 575 570 For salami of the "hemus" type,
510 550 5 6 0 565 560
5 0 0 525520

550 555 550 the mass and water content
495 540 550 545
485 5 1 0 555 540 540 change values in the process of
4/0 490 520 525 520 drying and ageing in a puisa-
465 485 510 5 2 0 515 ting hydrodynamic mode of the
460 480 505 515 5 1 0 drying agent, with heat-mois-
550 560 575 575 570 ture paramétrés of the medium 

1 0  - 1 5  ° 0 and a relative humi-
28 7o dity 7 5  - 8 3 % are presented

^  .

fe?y

ï>?>
”< \x

n rt _ _  

aa

ïSu^th daviV ?  seo.?ay

2 3 4 5
•

6
840 875 825 820 830
785 820 780 775 780
755 773 735 735 730
665 700 665 665 663
390 620 580 585 590
380 610 575 580 585
56o 383 550 535 560
550 570 540 340 550
543 565 530 533 540
500 530 495 500 505

“ 2---- — 3-------5---- 5 6

4 9 5 520 485 4 9 0 5 0 0

485 510 475 480 4 9 0
475 500 465 470 480
470 490 460 465 475Lay 450 470 440 450 455

*y 440 465 430 440 450Lay 440 460 430 435 445
400each

-4-th day
415 415 385

33 %
385

TABLE 3 .

a

KîAft>\ÿKJ
fel:

S&?«,

r * i  3 i  

^ ¿ > 0  
% t <

on Table 3.

2 3 4 5 6
915 880 8/0 865 875870 845 830 820 850
830 805 795 785 785
755 735 725 7 2 0 720
b73 655 640 640 650
6 3 0 630 620 620 650
635 610 605 605 610

r 6 2 5 605 395 593 600
i.Qr> 610 5 9 0 580 580 590
ly 590 365 553 535 360
ly 383 560 530 550 355
ctav 370 5 5 0 540 >40 545
iy 360 540 535 335 540
Id ri ~ 535 533 525 330 335

333 515 5 1 0 5 1 0 515-, aa-y 330 310 500 5 0 0 305320 3 0 0 300 500 300
395 380 370 365 375ï—2i__eaçh sampi*3 on the 24-th ___„ 2 5  Jo .______

CONCLUSION : On the basis 
of the results obtained from 

the hydrodynamic mode and pul
sating mode of the drying agent 
utilization in the production 
of raw-dried sausages, we can 
draw the following conclusion :
1. The process of drying is in
tensified, in the investigated 
by us sample having obtained a 
finished product in the course 
of 24 days.
2. The formation of a surface 
damp-proof ring has not been 
determined.
3. The applied pulsating hydro- 
dynamic mode of the drying 
agent is a prerequisite for im
provement the quality of the 
finished product.
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FIG. 2
Mechanism for surface moisture from 

the product cross-section :
1 - surface layer ; 2 - core ;
3 - surface moisture ;

FIG. 1.
Schematic Diagram of the Pressure Air 
Pipe with the Regulating Valve :
1 - main air pipe ;
2 - pressure air-pipe ; left and
3 - valve ;
4 - servomotor ;
5 - 6 - directions of the fed dryihS

surface s
1 - surface layer ; 2 - core :

f  ace
3 - moisture diffusion to the sui
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